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0.  Preamble 
 
 
It is only since the last Board meeting that the technical and astronomy operations teams have 
reached full strength, and this has coincided with a variety of completion and commissioning 
issues that has not surprisingly delayed SALT’s approach to “normal” operations.  Most of these 
points have been addressed in the SALT Status Report.  Here we address operational issues and 
look at how well the transition to “full operational capability” is going.  It is by no means complete, 
but substantial progress is being made in spite of the many outstanding completion problems that 
are being addressed in parallel.  It was for exactly this reason, that the Board approved the “ramp 
up” phase in the effort that would be made available. 
 
It is important that the Board have a full picture of SALT operations at Sutherland and Cape 
Town, not just the effort and resources funded directly by the project.  A key factor in appointing 
high quality technical staff to the Operations Team resident at Sutherland is the quality of the 
infrastructural support (particularly housing and recreation, but also children’s education) 
available there.   With NRF support, 2 additional houses were built on site last year, and a third 
will be completed in early May.  Furthermore, one of the existing chalets is being refurbished.  
The new Recreation Building (the shell of which was built last year in time for use as backup at 
the Inauguration) is being completed, and we hope will be fully kitted out later this year.  
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We believe these developments are of enormous importance in attracting and retaining staff at 
Sutherland.  If people are unhappy in their living environment, then the project faces dire 
consequences in the loss of highly experienced individuals.  The team is simply not large enough 
to carry built-in cover.  There are therefore several issues that cause us great concern at the 
present time: 
 

• The Sutherland site has been undergoing substantial investment and upgrade over the 
last year or so.  Nevertheless, problems exist with: 

o Local water supply.  The existing bore-hole (3km away) is fed by 33 year old 
pipework that is distintegrating and must be replaced.  Furthermore, the water 
supply is barely adequate for the enlarged site needs, and an independent 
supply must be found.  The good news is that test drilling took place in late April 
and was successful, but funds need to be found for the associated pump-house 
and piping. 

o Emergency electrical generator.  Again due to the expansion of site activities, 
the existing (main site) generator is inadequate to support the site (excluding 
SALT) power demands during periods when Eskom mains power is down (which 
happens several times per year at least, sometimes for extended intervals of 
days).  A higher power generator has been quoted for, but not yet funded. 

• Similarly the Cape Town site has complementary problems in: 
o There currently exists no emergency electrical generator, and the site 

experienced 2 weeks of rolling blackouts (termed “load shedding”) following the 
power station failures earlier this year.  This had a devastating impact on 
productivity during that interval.  Regrettably, as winter approaches, Eskom have 
indicated that load shedding is likely to become a regular occurrence.  Our plan 
is therefore to move the current Sutherland generator to Cape Town, thereby 
providing emergency backup (combined with an enhanced UPS for all the 
computer equipment).  However, installing it will require a major 
upgrade/replacement of the existing mains switchgear on site. 

o The IT infrastructure is in the process of a major upgrade and enhancement in 
order to handle the volume of SALT data that we anticipate will soon flow (and in 
terms of IQ work has already started flowing!).  Our existing storage capability 
was totally inadequate, and we are introducing RAID systems in both Cape Town 
and Sutherland.  To provide essential protection against equipment failure (e.g. 
fire) as well as addressing security issues, we are planning the creation of 
external primary and secondary server areas.   

 
 
 

1.  Technical Operations 
 
Introduction  
 

At the last (Nov 2005) Board meeting it was reported that the Project Team’s 
involvement had scaled down significantly in the preceding months and that the 
Operations Team had gradually taken over most of the day to day operational 
responsibilities. While this was true it soon became clear that the Operations Team found 
themselves in the deep end when their knowledge on SALT was finally being put to the 
test for the first time. Everyone felt the strain with the inevitable impact on the 
momentum on the project. The pace has since picked up again and although there have 
been delays, the Technical Operations Team, together with appropriate support from the 
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Astronomy Operations Team, have now taken full responsibility for the final 
commissioning and maintenance of the telescope.  

This report is presented against the above background which has obviously impacted on 
previous planning, schedules and ultimately cost. 

 

1.1  Corrective Action 
 

   1.1.1  Training 

After the departure of the construction team, it was soon realized that much 
remained to be learnt.   In order to speed up this process, training sessions by 
some of the construction team members were scheduled in February 2006. The 
training was extremely valuable and although much of the detail will still only be 
learned the “hard way”, it gave every Operations Team member a better overall 
understanding of how things fit and work together and which are the critical 
parameters which can either “make or break” the telescope. Most of the key 
construction team members are still available on a consultation basis while future 
progress is being closely monitored to determine whether further training is 
necessary. 

 

  1.1.2  Telescope Reliability 

One of the most concerning aspects of SALT was the poor reliability of various 
subsystems which made substantial progress with commissioning almost 
impossible. It was clear that something had to be done to address this situation, 
and so we introduced dedicated Software/Engineering weeks, when the emphasis 
is on solving technical problems rather than attempting science work or overall 
system performance verification. Since many of the problems were software-
related the full SW team is now also on site in Sutherland during these weeks to 
experience the problems first hand and attempt to resolve them on the spot. 

It can now be stated with confidence that the overall system reliability has 
improved significantly and should continue to do so over the next few months. 
The intention is to continue with this approach as long as necessary but at least 
until the end of 2006. 

 

  1.1.3  Maintenance 

Due to the various ongoing completion activities and increased effort to rectify 
the spares underspend in the last financial year, maintenance is still largely done 
on a reactive basis rather than following a proper preventative maintenance 
schedule. Only the most obvious lubrication tasks and inspections are currently 
performed. Where applicable or required by law, equipment servicing is 
contracted out or performed by operations staff. Generating and or updating 
regular maintenance schedules is planned to take place from mid-May 2006 in 
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order to correct this situation. Once implemented it should also contribute to 
improving the reliability of the telescope. 

 

1.2  Resources 

The table below presents the current status of technical operations FTE levels, during 
the optimizing and steady state operations phases. The table compares the changes in 
the current financial year compared to what was approved at the last Board meeting 
as well as the original numbers which were presented in May 2005. The increase in 
the current financial year is primarily driven by the resource requirement for software 
work. The contracts of two software engineers, previously funded from the 
construction budget, were extended, one for one year and one for two more years, to 
carry the software completion workload. These contracts are now being funded from 
the operations budget. The total increase in software FTE’s were however offset by 
FTE decreases as indicated in the table. The increase in the salary bill includes an 
estimated general salary increase of 6.6%, while the additional increase is due to the 
increase in relatively “high cost” FTE’s compared to the decrease in “lower cost” 
FTE’s. 

 

The FTE numbers below exclude the effort associated with capturing new 
documentation in the configuration management system as well as that of casual 
labour which is needed from time to time. 

 
May-05 May-05

Optimizing 
FTE

Optimizing 
FTE

∆ FTE 
Optimizing

Optimizing 
FTE

∆ FTE 
Optimizing

Steady 
FTE

Steady 
FTE

∆ FTE 
Steady

Steady 
FTE

∆ FTE 
Steady

Technical Ops Manager 0.35 0.35 0.00 0.60 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.00 0.25 0.00
System Engineer 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.40 -0.60 0.75 0.75 0.00 0.75 0.00
Electronics Eng 0.80 1.00 0.20 1.00 0.00 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.00
Elect & SW Tech 3.00 3.00 0.00 3.00 0.00 3.00 2.10 -0.90 2.10 0.00
SW Engineer 1.80 2.50 0.70 4.50 2.00 1.00 0.80 -0.20 2.20 1.40
Mech Engineer 0.80 1.00 0.20 1.00 0.00 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.00
Mech Technician 2.25 2.00 -0.25 2.18 0.18 2.25 1.60 -0.65 2.40 0.80
Optics Engineer 0.25 0.15 -0.10 0.15 0.00 0.25 0.10 -0.15 0.10 0.00
Opto-Mech Engineer 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.00 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.00
Log Administrator 0.60 0.30 -0.30 0.30 0.00 0.60 0.10 -0.50 0.10 0.00
Admin Assistant 0.25 1.00 0.75 1.00 0.00 0.25 0.80 0.55 0.80 0.00
Janitor 0.30 1.00 0.70 1.00 0.00 0.30 1.00 0.70 1.00 0.00
Technical Assistant 3.00 3.00 2.00 -1.00 2.40 2.40 1.60 -0.80
IT & SW Technician 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.00 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.00
CAD Draughtsman 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.00 0.10 0.10 0.20 0.10
Administrator CT 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.00 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.00
IT Support 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.00 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.00
TOTAL 11.40 18.05 6.65 18.88 0.83 8.65 12.85 4.20 14.35 1.50
% Change in FTE 58.33% 4.60% 48.55% 11.67%
% Change in Remuneration 
Bill

23.61% 17.25% 14.58% 8.74%

May-06
Position

Nov-05Nov-05 May-06

 

 

 

Two SALT employees are currently busy with post graduate studies. One mechanical 
technician is on study leave for the full year and receives only compensation for 
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tuition fees and a small students allowance. The SALT mechanical engineer is 
involved in part time studies and receives support only to cover his tuition fees. 

 

We are also in the process of contracting the SAMS hardware engineer, previously 
employed by Fogale Nanotech in France, for a period of three months to assist the 
primary mirror engineer in getting all SAMS hardware fully functional. We will also 
make use of this opportunity to get the operations technicians trained on SAMS 
hardware maintenance, which should improve the SAMS system reliability in the 
long term. 

 
1.3  Logistics 
 

On the logistics front the pace has picked up dramatically by April 2006 after 
measures were implemented to address the spares underspend in the previous 
financial year. A detailed report on the spares status will be presented at the Board 
meeting.  
 
 

1.4  Configuration Management 
 

The final Tracker documentation was only delivered recently which again increased 
the workload on the configuration management front. Documentation on other 
subsystems were also not yet fully captured, which necessitated the appointment of  
additional effort on a short term contract basis to assist with this substantial task. 
 
 

1.5  Computerized Maintenance Management System 
 

The computerized maintenance management system is up and running. A dedicated 
effort will be launched soon after the Board meeting to capture all outstanding 
maintenance schedules.  
 

1.6  Procurement 
 

The procurement process has improved dramatically over the last few months. Roles 
and responsibilities between Cape Town and Sutherland have been sorted out and the 
process is really starting to run smoothly. The bulk of all orders are now placed and 
managed directly from Sutherland while invoicing and payment is being done entirely 
from Cape Town. 
 

1.7  Stock Control 
 

The stock control process is now fully captured in the Aurora Inventory management 
system. Storage space for spares, particularly large items is becoming a problem. 
Additional storage cupboards and shelves are on order but floor space could become a 
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problem in the near future. Buying shipping containers for additional storage space is 
a possibility at an approximate cost of R25000 per 12m container including delivery 
cost.  
 

1.8  Safety 
 

Only three minor incidents were reported during the previous financial year. All 
incidents were investigated and reported to the Department of Labor in terms of the 
Occupational Health and Safety Act. None of the incidents require any further 
investigation or measures to prevent reoccurrence. 

 
 

1.9  Financial  status 
 

Figure 1 presents the actual expenditure up to March 2006 versus the budget 
approved in November 2005. Refer to the Business Management report for further 
details.  
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Figure 1: Total Actual Expenditure vs. Budget – March 2006 

 
 
 
 

2.  Astronomy Operations 
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Introduction 
 
Most of the activities of the SALT astronomers and operators since the last Board meeting 
have been associated with commissioning, testing and bug-fixing.  As these are all 
addressed in the associated SALT status report, we include here a summary of those 
operational activities not already mentioned. 
 
 
Background 

 
• Major milestones were achieved in 2005 (first light, first science) despite significant 

challenges 
o Lack of personnel for most of the year, hence insufficient effort available for the 

workload 
o Many outstanding completion/commissioning tasks 
o Teething problems with SALT and its instruments 
 

 
• Full team of SALT Astronomers appointed and in place by the end of 2005 

o All now basically trained and able to operate SALT 
o Wide astronomy experience base 
o Specific responsibilities have been or are being assigned, taking into account 

experience, interest, etc. 
o Good enthusiastic team with diverse talents 
 

 
Current Activities 
 
• Substantial effort going to support all necessary commissioning & acceptance testing 

work, in conjunction with Tech Ops team 
o Many performance issues still being addressed (e.g. image quality problems, 

telescope operational efficiency, reliability, throughput) 
o Many crucial subsystems still to commission, particularly payload subsystems 

� full auto-guider/auto-focus capabilities 
� installation of moving baffles, ADC 
� optimization of calibration system 

o Instrument characterization 
� Performance 
� Sample data, calibration & templates for reductions, etc. 

o Try to attempt science where appropriate (i.e. when telescope & instrument 
performance allows). By attempting “real science” we achieve a better 
understanding of the capabilities of the telescope & instruments. 

 
• Have put in place required mechanisms to ensure adequate planning 

o Regular weekly SA Group planning meeting held before start of SALT week 
(early Monday morning)  

o Weekly telecon between Herman, Phil & David to discuss SALT ops plans for 
coming week 

o Distribution of support tasks to SAs 
o SA on duty has a daytime support person in Cape Town, to: 

� examine data the next day 
o Assignments of SAs to each proposal PI 
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o Start of various “interest groups” within SALT/SAAO (e.g. Image Quality, Java, 
Data Reductions) 

� Two useful IQ meetings run by Darragh 
� Summary of existing data & what we know (or think we know) 
� Plan of action 

o Additional responsibilities for SOs (e.g. logging EDS, ELS data, summary 
spreadsheets, S/W) 

 
• Improving and re-vamping of communications with SALT partners 

o New web site and partner accessible intranet web pages (e.g. Data Quality), 
which contain: 

� Statement on SALTICAM image quality during PV-phase  
� Examples of science data  

• SALTICAM  
• RSS 

� Examples of calibration data  
• SALTICAM  
• RSS 

� Examples of ghosts  
• SALTICAM  
• RSS 

� Examples of out-of-focus images  
• SALTICAM  
• RSS 

� Investigation of SALT image quality issues 
o Page updating responsibilities (using Typo3) assigned to SALT Ops 
o SALTeNEWS has been resurrected as monthly newsletter 
 

• Dealing with Performance Verification proposals 
o Telescope/instrument readiness issues still holding up most P-V observing 

programs 
o Current accepted P-V programs being attempted, but at lower priority than 

commissioning support  
o Agreement by SSWG/BEC to postpone new P-V call for proposals until such time 

as commissioning observations are completed and have demonstrated basic 
conformance of telescope & instruments to specification, probably not achieved 
until the latter part of this year. Likewise, indefinite postponement of “Semester 
1.1”. 

o  Development of PI tools continues 
� Christian Hettlage on loan from Goettingen 
� Expect to have Phase II Java PIPT completed by August, in time for 

eventual new round of submissions, but fall back option is via 
spreadsheet. 

� Visibility Calculator updated 
� RSS & SALTICAM Java simulation tools are being updated  
 

 
 
 

Software/IT issues 
 
• SALT Data Reduction 

o Several tiers of software and requirements 
o Firstly, serving the needs of the SAs who are observing & supporting 
o Secondly, serving the needs of the wider SALT community 
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o “real time” at –the-telescope capability to do quick data quality check and crude 
reductions 

� Using Luis Balona’s QUACK program on-line (off line version also being 
tested) 

o “post calibration” reductions, the following day(s) 
• More detailed reductions using supporting calibration 
• Using appropriate IRAF scripts tailored to purpose 
• Ken & Luis have started this process 
• SAs are continuing 

o Martin Still now responsible for SALT IRAF package 
o Version to be released for SALT community 

o “pipeline” reductions, which is the ideal, where SALT data are “optimally” reduced 
to a particular standard (unlikely to be improved on by PI). 

� Some modes are easier than other 
� Many standard settings and template files (e.g. arc, flats) need to be 

produced 
� Aspiration base, which will evolve with time. 

o Data reduction effort will involve many people (e.g. Luis, SAs, other SAAO 
astronomers, S/W & IT people) 

o Ensuring development is properly planned and executed 
� Requirements, design and code reviews 
� Configuration & version control (e.g. Subversion) 
� Source code control and S/W repository 
� Support of S/W installation and maintenance on different platforms 
� Ensure compatibility with VO protocols   

 
 
Looking Ahead 
 
• Completion of instrument commissioning 

o For SALTICAM, final commissioning follows delivery of auto-guider & 
implementing various hardware & control changes (August?) 

o SALTICAM P-V programs being attempted where appropriate 
o For RSS, only long-slit spectroscopy currently being attempted by SAs, when 

appropriate 
o Steve Potter is now responsible for RSS, and handover of all local RSS 

responsibilities have been made to SALT Ops staff 
o Continuing support from Wisconsin for addressing latent defects 
o RSS will be formally accepted (and valued) by the SALT Board following 

commissioning of all of the 7 major modes  
o Once significant progress has been made with Payload subsystem completion & 

solving IQ problems, telescope reliability, integrated TCS & instrument control, 
then the Wisconsin-Rutgers team will return to assist in completion of 
commissioning 

 
• Near-term goals over next ~3 months 

o Complete Payload commissioning 
� Auto-guiding/focusing, ADC, baffles, cal sys 

o Diagnose and solve IQ problems 
o Characterize RSS performance 

� Throughput, efficiency, sample data for all gratings 
o Try to get “on sky” experience with SAMS 
o Full functionality of Calibration System 

� Characterize performance 
� Produce template files (arcs, flats) for reductions 

o Obtain necessary data to complete outstanding system ATP 
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� Functional performance tests 
o Complete Ver 1 of the Phase II Java PI Proposal Submission Tool.  
o Complete database and OPT (scheduler) integration 
o Continue development of RSS data reductions (e.g. SALT IRAF tool) 
o Continue web site updates 
 

•  Miscellaneous 
o Enrolling SOs Lucian & Sandisa in UCLAN astronomy course 
o Five members of SALT Ops, plus James O’Connor, are attending SPIE(24-31 

May), preceded by HET visit.  
 

 
 
  

 


